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Abstract-In a recent paper by Gargantini, an algorithm for evaluating the connected regions of 
an image represented as a linear quadtree is presented. This note observes a case where the 
algorithm fails to provide the correct solution. A modified form is offered together with an analysis 
of worst-case complexity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Evaluation of connected regions is a required operation in many image processing applica- 
tions. Gargantini[l] presents an algorithm for this where the image is represented as a 
quadtree[2]. The algorithm exploits representation of the quadtree itself as a “linear 
quadtree”, a list of keys for the black nodes only of the quadtree. The inherently low space 
requirements of this structure and the properties of the form of key applied enable solution 
times proportional to 1OnN and space proportional to 6N, where N is the number of black 
nodes in the quadtree and n is the resolution parameter of the image. These complexities 
are better than those for a previously-reported algorithm [3] based on a pointer structure for 
the quadtree. 
In this note a case where Gargantini’s algorithm fails to provide a correct solution is 
described. A modified algorithm is presented with an analysis for worst-case complexity. 
2. COMMENTS ON THE REPORTED ALGORITHM 
The reported algorithm develops a connected region by searching for those nodes 
which are equal to, belong to (are sons of) or which are covered by (are ancestors of) 
horizontal or vertical neighbours of nodes presently within a current region. A region is 
initialized as the node of lowest key not yet within a region, and is controlled by 
maintenance of a list of neighbours of equal size of the nodes already recognized as within 
the region. That list is scanned top-down, with a node’s neighbours added to the tail of 
the list when that node is recognized as within the region. Only one node is sought within 
each node in the list of neighbours. As a node is added to a region, it is effectively deleted 
from the quadtree. Once the list of neighbours has been fully scanned, it is destroyed. 
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Fig. 1. A sample image of three nodes, 
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This fails to cater for the case where a node is adjoined on the same side by two or 
more smaller nodes which are not adjacent to each other. In the image of three nodes 
shown in Fig. 1, for example, 200 and 212 adjoin OXX on the south side of OXX but do 
not adjoin each other. The algorithm begins with a search for the east and south 
neighbours (1Xx and 2XX) of OXX. The search for nodes within, covering or enclosed 
by 2XX and adjacent to OXX returns 212 and 212 is added to the region. However, the 
search is not continued within 2XX to detect 200 as adjacent to OXX. When 200 is 
considered as the first node of a region, OXX has been deleted from the quadtree. 
3. A MODIFIED ALGORITHM 
A modified form of Gargantini’s algorithm can be proposed. This maintains the regions 
as balanced trees, with all trees present until all possible adjacencies have been examined. 
A formal statement is given in Appendix I as the procedure CONN-REG coded in the 
Pidgin ALGOL of Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman[4]. 
In outline, the quadtree is initially considered as a set of N connected regions, one for 
each black quadtree node. Each connected region is maintained as a balanced tree [4], with 
a region identified by its root. Vertices (including roots) of trees are quadtree nodes. 
Initially a tree of a single vertex is created for each quadtree node. Three stages are present 
in the algorithm. Firstly, the algorithm considers each node of the quadtree in turn, 
searching for adjacent nodes of larger or equal size. For each such neighbour found in a 
different region, the regions are merged by performing a union of the region trees. Testing 
for inclusion in different regions can be done by comparing the two region roots. Secondly, 
for each quadtree node, the root of the region in which it lies is determined and adopted 
as a region identifier, with the region identifiers for all nodes maintained as a list. Finally, 
the list of region identifiers and the list of quadtree nodes are sorted into order by region 
identifier and within region identifier by quadtree node key. The sublists defined by each 
region identifier can then be treated as the connected regions. 
A number of elemental procedures are assumed available. Three are required for 
operations on the quadtree nodes. ADJNODE (k, d, m) returns m as the node adjacent 
to k on the side d of k. ANCESTOR (k, m) returns “true” if m is an ancestor of k or 
is identical to k, and “false” otherwise. LOOKND (k, m, ipos) examines the list of 
quadtree nodes for the node with the largest key value less than or equal to k. That node 
is returned as m, with ipos the index within the list for m. Gargantini [ 1, 51 gives procedures 
for ADJNODE and ANCESTOR, while LOOKND can be implemented as a minor 
extension to a binary search[6]. 
Three operations on the region trees are demanded. INITTR(i) creates a tree with a 
single vertex corresponding to the i’th element of the list of quadtree nodes. FIND(i, i) 
determines the root of the region tree which includes the ith element of the list of the 
quadtree nodes; the root is returned asj, the index of the root in the list of quadtree nodes. 
FIND is also assumed to perform path compression. UNION(i, i) performs a union of 
the two region trees whose roots are the ith andjth elements of the list of quadtree nodes. 
The sort of the lists of region identifiers and quadtree nodes is performed by SORT(L1, 
CL NJ. 
4. ANALYSIS 
The modified algorithm can be shown to retain the O(N) space complexity and the 
O(nN) solution time complexity of Gargantini’s algorithm. 
The space required is linearly proportional to 5N. The list of quadtree nodes requires 
N elements, with another 4 lists each of N elements required for the regions trees. The list 
of region identifiers developed in the third stage can use the space occupied by a regions 
trees list not required after the last union. 
ADJNODE has solution times proportional (in the worst-case) to n, while ANCES- 
TOR requires constant time. LOOKND has worst-case times proportional to 
Nlog,(N - 1). The cost for searching for adjacent neighbours is then in total proportional 
to nN, noting that N is bounded above by 4”. Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman[4] show that 
a sequence of N FIND and UNION operations require time bounded above by NG(N), 
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where G(N) is bounded above by 5 with the bound sharp for N of 265536. The cost of the 
FIND and UNION operations is then, for the present purposes, bounded above by 5N. 
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APPENDIX I 
A formal statement of the algorithm as a Pidgin ALGOL 
procedure CONN-REG is given below. 
procedure CONN-REG(Q,N): 
/++ CONN-REG determines the connected regions of a linear 
quadtree Q of N black nodes */ 
integer Q,N,I,3,D,M,A,IPOS,ROOTI,ROOTIPOS,L2; 
list Q(N) ,LZ(N); 
begin 
/* Create a tree for each node */ 
for I:=1 to N do INITTR(1); 
I* Scan all quadtree nodes in turn to determine regions to be 
merged “/ 
for I:=1 to N do 
begin 
FIND(I,ROOTI); 
for D::l to 4 do 
begin 
ADJNODE(Q(I),D,A); 
LOOKND(A,M,IPOS); 
if ANCESTOR(A,M)='TRUE' then 
begin 
FIND(IPOS,ROOTIPOS); 
if ROOTIPOS=ROOTI then UNION(I,IPOS); 
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end; 
end; 
end; 
/* Determine roots of region trees for all nodes in the 
quadtree */ 
for I:=1 to N do FIND(I,LZ(I)); 
/* Sort the list of roots and quadtree nodes into sequence by 
root and within root by quadtree key */ 
SORT(Q,LZ); 
/* Output the regions */ 
LAST::'NULL'; 
for I:=1 to N do 
begin 
if LAST=LZ(I) then 
begin 
OlJTPUT('NEW REGION'); 
LAST:=LZ(I); 
end; 
OUTPUT(LZ(1)); 
end; 
end 
